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In 2009 Mr. Barry Soetoro (aka Barack Hussein Obama) (aka Doe(s) 1-100) was convicted by a Citizen Grand Jury. This citizen’s court was the only legal authority acting in the United States. Since the current government (executive branch) in 2009 was headed by an illegal alien, a Muslim-Kenyan, the power of the people reverted to Common Law.

The congress and courts were moot since there was no POTUS in office that had the authority to sign appropriation bills. And of course, no one has the constitutional authority elect a new POTUS.

Donald Trump starts out without Constitutional power to take office.

The entire population of the United States has agreed to disregard the Constitution... especially Article II. The entire population has also agreed to disregard their State Constitutions. Not one in 10,000,000 citizens has ever read their state constitutions nor have any idea what is even in it.

All constitutions were begun (and ended) (via signature block) with a DATE. Our federal constitution is signed with the words:

"Done in Convention by the Unanimous Consent of the States present the Seventeenth Day of September in the Year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and Eighty seven and of the Independence of the United States of America the Twelfth."

The founders of our nation understood that our dating system was based on the birth/death of our Lord Jesus Christ. We were absolutely founded as a CHRISTIAN nation... and all nations that use our date reckoning are factually based with the beginning of the death of our Lord Jesus Christ in the YEAR ZERO.

Currently we have an illegal alien Muslim-Kenyan (aka BHO) that does not promote the Christian principles. He is described as a pro-Gay, pro-lesbian, pro- transgender. He also is pro-Marxist and anti-Constitution. He has opened his arms to the current Cuban dictatorship. He has transported billions of dollars to the Russian backed Iranian government without the consent of congress.

Hence, Soetoro has continually violated both Biblical law as well as Constitutional law. He is a traitor to both.
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